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E The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview
of game theory, particularly as it relates to finance. My
objective is to introduce the subject, so I willbe illustrative rather than rigorous and complete. Since it would
be impossible for me to review in this paper all of the
potential applications of game theory in finance, I will
focus on a subset of applications of game theory and
offer a few observations on possible trends. For much
of this paper, I’ll work through a simple example to
illustrate how the game-theoretic treatment of a
“standard” asymmetric information problem differs
from the approaches that were popular in finance prior
to the surge of recent game-theoretic models.

It is generally believed that game theory began with
the publication of von Neumann and Morgenstem’s
book, i%e Theo~ of Games and Economic BehaviouC
in 1944.However,until the 1970s,game theory was not
even art integral part of mainstream eeonomics, let
alone finance. It is not a coincidence that game theory
became more widely adopted in eeonomies in the
1970s,which is the time that Akerlofs [1] path-breaking work on adverse selection marked the beginning of
enormous interest in the eeonomies of information.
Economists began to realize that limitations on the
information possessed by individuals were important
in understanding economic behavior, in part because
such limitations induced people to alter their behavior.
The resulting strategic interactions had potentially
profound implications.
During the 1960s and the early part of the 1970s,
finance was preoccupied with the notion that markets
are efficient and that the details of institutional design
are relatively unimportant in understanding the
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functioning of markets. Thus, game theory and information economics did not have much appeal to
finance. However, the work of Leland and Pyle [38],
Ross [52], and Bhattachatya [7] brought information
economics into the arena of finance research. These
early models were attempts to breakout of the domain
of irrelevance results provided by the Modigliani and
Miller [43,44]work on capital structure and dividends.
These papers were followedbynumerous papers in the
early 1980swhich explained a variety of price reactions
institutional details, and contract features. This
theoretical work dovetailed nicelywith the vohuninous
empirical literature on event studies which suggested
that corporate insiders such as managers have
proprietary information not reflected in prices, and
that prices do react to certain actions undertaken by
them.
This early body of work in finance involving information economics did not have very much to do with
game theoqt The models belonged to a class I shall
refer to as “Signaling Models with the Uninformed
Moving Fkst” (SMUF). 1’11explain later what I mean
by this. However, these models had several limitations
which I’ll discuss a little later. As we approached the
end of the last decade, finance theorists began to turn
increasingly to game-theoretic signaling models to
avoid some of the nettlesome problems in SMUF. I
shall refer to these game-theoretic models as “Signaling Models with the Informed Moving First” (SMIF).
These models now occupy center stage in research
involvingsignaling issues in finance.
What then is game themy? Simply put, it is a study
of situations in whichwe make some primitive assumptions about the agents involved in a particular interaction (or game) and then try to figure out what happens
when each agent acts to maximize his own expected
utility subject to the constraints imposed by his information (and beliefs), endowments, and production
function. The agents realize that their actions affect
each other. These agents may play this game cooperatively (i.e., they can collude to implement some outcome that jointly maximizes their welfare) or noncooperatively (i.e., each agent selfishly maximizes).
Gaming behavior, which game theory attempts to
study, is all around us. I am reminded of a movie I saw
on television some yearsback.It wasset in the cold-war
years and dealt with the possibility of a nuclear war
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union. In the movie,
the U.S. is at war with the Soviet Union and each
contemplates the use of nuclear weapons. Each side
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recognizes that if it launches an all-out nuclear strike
first, it can obliterate the other side with limited
damage to itself from retaliation. If both strike simultaneously, both are obliterated Of course, if neither
side strikes, both can emerge unscathed with a peaceful
resolution. This is a classic example of a noncooperative game. We can represent the payoffsin the following matti called the strategic form of the game.

Soviet Union Strategy
Do Not Strike
Unless Struck
Strike First
First
I
Strike First I

( -m,-m)

I

( -L,-ca

)

I
I

U.S. Strategy

‘Eif”m

Here the first number in each payoff pair is the payoff
to the U.S. from its chosen strategy and the second
number is the payoffto the Soviet Union. L, GU and G~
are positive numbers. It is assumed that if either
county strikes fwst,the other will retaliate and the loss
to the first striker is L, i.e., its payoff is -L. If neither
countty strikes, the U.S. enjoys a utility of GUand the
Soviet Union enjoys a utility of G~.What will happen?
In the movie, both countries push the button simultaneously and there is total destruction. As it turns ou~
this is a Nash equilibrium in this game. A Nash equilibrium is a set of strategies for (n> 1 ) agents involved in a noncooperative game. These equilibrium
strategies have the property that, holding fixed the
equilibrium strategies of all the other agents, no agent
can do better than to choose his own equilibrium
strategy. In our war game, suppose the U.S. assumes
that the Soviets will strike fust. Then they cannot do
strictly better by deviating from their own equilibrium
strategy of striking simultaneously. Of murse, the
Soviets can go through the same reasoning and thus
conclude that they cannot do better than choosing a
preemptive nuclear strike. Hence, one Nash equilibrium in this game isfor both to strike simultaneously
and annihilate each other as in the movie.Each country
gets a payoff of —m. Note that this is a Nash equilibrium because, holding each country’s equilibrium
strateW fwed, neither can do better for itself by not
strik@.
Now, you might object and say, “Isn’t it better for
neither side to strike, since then each is better off than
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if either side had struck?” Tree! lndee~ if each side
were to believe that the other side will not strike first,
then each is strictly better off not striking first. In that
case, the Nash equilibrium is for neither side to strike.
Thus, in this game there are two Nash equilibria in
pure strategies (each side’s equilibrium strategy is to
choose a particular move with probability one). A
reasonable question to ask is which Nash equilibrium
will obtain? The answer really depends on what the
agents involved in the game believe. If the Americans
and the Russians trust each other, we get the nice Nash
equilibrium involving a peaceful resolution. If they
don’t, we get nuclear holocaust.
Multiple Nash equilibria are common. For example,
in the Diamond and Dybvig [22] bank mns model,
there are two Nash equilibria, one in which there is no
run on banks and one in which there is a nm. Theyfocus
on the “bad” Nash equilibrium and show that
governmental intervention with federal deposit insurance can help eliminate the bad Nash equilibrium.
As this discussion indicates, the information that
people have and the beliefs that they form are important ingredients in games. Indeed, three important elements in game-theoretic models are: information and
beliefs (which are often linked), rationality, and
strategic behavior. Much of game theo~ is built on the
assumption that individuals are rational, although
rationality need not be pervasive, as we will see later.
Often the mere suspicion that some player may be
irrational has far-reaching consequences. 1’11argue
later that explicit attention to beliefs in SMIF and the
relative suppression of the role of beliefs in SMUF may
be the major factor in the potentirdlydifferent implications yielded by these models in finance.
Thus far I’vediscussed game theory in very general
terms. The rest of this paperwill be devoted to specifics.
1’11
focus my attention largelyon noncooperative game
theo~, and then remark briefly on cooperative game
theory. In both these strands of game theory, individual
agents are assumed, at least for the most part, to be
Bayesian rational, i.e., they revise their beliefs according to Bayes’rule whenever possible. I will then have a
little bit to sayabout a newbranch of game theory that
has not been used much in finance, but that might have
interesting applications. It is the concept of evolutionarystable strategies (ESS). This branch of game theory
allows agents to behave in a non-Bayesian fashion and
attempts to understand the economic world as one in
which strategies, institutions, markets, and even

preferences are tkose that survive an evolutionary
process of “fitness maximization.”
My discussion of noncooperative game theory will
revolvearound an example.I have taken a simple financial signaling model and computed the equilibrium we
would get under SMUF. I then view it as a model
belonging to the SMIF class and point out differences.
I’ll follow this with a discussion of selected applications. This discussion is not intended to be an exhaustive review. Finaliy, I’ll conclude with a discussion of
cooperative game theory and ESS.

L Noncooperative Game Theory: Why It
Matters Who Moves First
A. The Sequence of Moves

Because the early signaling models of Spence [60]
and others were not game-theoretic models, they were
not reaIly concerned with who moved first in asymmetric information settings. We know now, however,
that the sequencing of movescan matter. In most asymmetric information models, we can visualize two parties the informed and the uninformed. The informed
party has some private information that the uninformed is trying to infer through some action or set of
actions taken by the informed. In Spence’s model this
action (or signal) is education, in Ross’ [52]model it is
debt, and in Bhattacharya’s [’71model it is dividends.
In SMUF, the often-implicit assumption is that the
uninformed party moves first, in the sense that it
specifies a menu of its own responses to various possible values of the signal that the informed agent could
emit. Thus, the informed agent knows what the uninformed agent will do in response to each signal. For
example, in the Ross [52] model of capital structure,
the fii’s manager (the informed agent) knows exactly
how the capital market will price his firm if he selects
a particular debt level. We can view that model as one
in which the capital market offers the manager a menu
of choices, where each choice is a combination of a debt

level and an accompanying market value of the firm.
The manager then picks the combination that maximizeshis own payofffunction. Even though the market
does not know the manager’s private information
about his firm’s intrinsic worth, it knows the possible
values the fm can have. Thus, it can design the menu
of combinations it offers the manager in such a way
that, regardless of the manager’s private information,
he chooses a debt level that correctly reveals his firm’s
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value to the market. This is the familiar incentive compatibility condition in financial signaling models and
we will see shortly how it works.
Akeyfeature of these models is that the uninformed
agent is assumed to precontmit to the menu. That is,
the uninformed agent cannot change its mind about its
own response after observing the signal emitted by the
informed agent. This can often be a problem. To see
why,consider the Bhattacharya [7] dividend signaling
model.2 In that model, the fro’s manager announces
a dividend that signals hu firm’svalue. This dividend is
promised as a perpetuity iice the manager’sinformation is presumed to not change through time. The
signaling equillhium is one in which the higher the
value of the firm (privatelyknown by the manager), the
higher is the promised dividend. What ensures incentive compatibility in the model is that the firm is forced
to use external financingto make up the shortfall whenever its realized cash flow from operations is less than
the promised dividen@and external financing is more
costly than retained earnings. This delivers the intuitive result that you will promise a high dividend only if
your expectation of future cash flows is high enough.
That is, this cost stmcture staves to ensure that an
intrinsically lower valued firm will not be tempted to
mimic its higher valued counterpart by also promising
a high dividend. In this model, however, once the
manager makes his dividend announcemen~ all of the
informational asymmetry is resolved as the market
knows as much as the manager. Why then should we
subject this poor manager to the tyranny of having to
pay this dividend eve~ period, possibly at the cost of
having to resort to distress financing to make up cash
flow shortfalls? The answer is that if we don’~ the
manager will not signal truthiidly in the first place. The
difficultywith this is that we are asking agents to abide
ex post bystrategies that were determined to be exante

lBY incentive compatibility we mean that no agent has an incentive
to miarepresen~ regardless of hk private information. The deployment of thk condition can be justified on the basis of the revelation
principle (see, for example, Myerson [46]). This principle says that if
there exists a Nashequilibriumina generalreportinggamethatdoes
notnecessarilyimposetruth-tellingconstraints,then the same equiMmimnoutcome can be replicated in a simpler reporting game with
iruth-tetling constraints.
zMy ~mments apply to aU SMUF. I do not messr to single out
Bhattacharya[~. In this as weUas many other dissipative signaUing
mode~ sigssaUiigcosts are shared by the sender (the managerin this
case) as well as the receiver (the investors) since taxe~ transactions
costq etcq reduce the intrinsicvalue of investors’ holdings.
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efficient but are not necessarily ex post efficient. This
is often diffkxdt to ensure. In our dividend signaling
example, the firm’s value would be higher if the
manager paid one dividend and then stopped paying
dividends.Eve~bodywotddknow the firm’strue value,
the market price would be correct, and no more vahsedissipating dividends would need to be paid.3
Another way of viewing the precommitment assumption in SMUF is that the Nash equilibrium is an
equilibrium for the overall game, but it is not an equilibrium over eve~ properly defined subgarne within
this overall game. Strictly speaking, one camot make
thisclaimwithin the context of Bhattacharya’sdividend
signaling model because the firm’s only strategy is a
singIe dividend level promised in perpetuity. But a
natural redefinition of that game would be to make it
truly dynamic and allow the firm to choose a possibly
different dividend level in each period In that case, a
subgame would be the game that would ensue after the
first dividend is pai~ for example. Since the market
knows as much as the fro’s manager now, it is not a
Nash equilibrium for the manager to pay dividends
henceforth. That i~ in this subgame, if we assume that
investors in the market are Bayesian rational, they
should price the firm at its true value, even if the
manager discontinues paying dividends. Holding fixed
this market response, it is not a Nash equilibrium for
the manager to pay anymore dividends.
We have now implicitlyextended our notion of what
constitutes an equillh-ium. We would like the overall
Nash equilibrium strategies to also be Nash equilibrium strategies over propedy defined5 components
(or subgames) of the overall game. When a particular
Nash equilibrium satisfies this requirement, it is called
a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. Many of the equilibria characterized by models in the SMUF class are
not subgame perfect.
Another difficulty with many of the models in the
SMUF class is that they implicitly study games involving strategic interaction among agents, but they don’t

3Asmentioned earlier, this wiUnot “work”if the manageranticipates
this, because then he will misrepresent. Because of its infinite horizon
structu~ Bhattacharya’s[7] model has two typeaof precommitmenfi
the usual precommitment to a specitlc (price) response by the uninformed agent (the market) and preccmrmitmentby the informed
agent (the manager) to keep paying the same dividend perpetually.
4Not all models of the SMUF class study Nash e@liiria.
~isisthe
notion of “pmprsub~-’’minf
ie~ad
Wilson [36].
loosely speaking a proper subgame is a com~nent of the overall
game that inherits all of the “essential structure”of the overallgame.
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explicitlyspecifj a formal structure for the game, complete with a preciselydefined sequence of moves, information sets at various stages of the game, and beliefs.b
Thk is a problem mainly because Nash equilibrium
requires that we also speci~ what happens off the
equilibrium path. That is, what if an agent does something he was not supposed to do in equilibrium? Due
to the lack of an extensive form for the game, models
in the SMUF class usually speci~ a set of ad hoc
restrictions on reactions to out-of-equilibrium moves.
Whether these restrictions would hold up if we could
endow the game with the appropriate extensive form
remains an open question.
This problem, in turn, leads to another potential
diffkuhy. Quite often, SMUF do not have any Nash
equilibria. Rothschild and Stiglitz [53],in their famous
paper on insurance markets, showed that a Nash equilibrium may fail to exist when the (uninformed) insurance company moves first to specify a set of insurance contracts and the privatelyinformed individual
buyingthe insurance moves next, even in the casewhen
the informed agent can be one of only two types. The
reason for this nonexistence will become clear later on
when I analyze a specific model. hter, Riley [51] established the even more powerful result that, under
plausible conditions on the cross-sectionaldistribution
of types, a Nash equilibrium never exists in the SMUF
class with a continuum of possible types of informed
agents.’ This problem of nonexistence of a Nash equilibrium led Riley [51] to define a non-Nash equilibrium
concept called the reactive equilibrium (henceforth
referred to as the Riley Reactive Equill%rium or RRE
for short). Riley provided sufficient conditions for the
existence of an RRE with a continuum of types.8
The picture changes colors when we turn to SMIF.
Instead of assuming precommitment by the uninformed we now assume that the informed agent moves
first and emits the signal, based on his private informa-

tion. The uninformed agents rationally interpret this

~iformalstructure,
with allofthedynamicfeatures inta~iscslled
the estensive form of the game. See Engers and Fernandez [24] for
an attempt to provide a formal game-theoretic stmcture to some of
the models in the SMUF class.
‘By a Nash equilibrium here I mean the Rothschild and Stiglitz [53]
version rather than the incompletely specified Nash equilibrium of
Spence [60].
8~rlier ~llWn [66] p-d
his “anticipatory equilibrium” m
,
another non-Nash equilibrium concept. But Riley showed that, with
a continuum of informed agents an anticipato~ equilibrium also
does not exist.
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signal and revise their priors about the informed
agent’stype,using Bayes’rule whenever possible. What
do I mean by whenever possible? Well, suppose there
are n possible types of the informed agent, and the
uninformed agents know that there are n possible
types, but they cannot determine precisely a particular
informed agent’stype. Suppose that the common belief
is that there will be a separating signaling equilibrium,
with each type of informed agent emitting a distinct
signal. Then there are n possible equilibrium values of
the signal. So if an informed agent emits one of these
n signals,the uninformed can use Bayes’rule to update
their priors. But what if there is a defection from the
conjectured equilibrium, with the informed agent
choosing a signal that is outside the set ofn equilibrium
signals?The uninformed agents cannot use Bayes’rule
now since the prior probability of the signal was zero.
How the uninformed agents are supposed to formulate
their beliefs in such a setting has occupied the attention
of game theorists for quite some time now, and I’ll
return to this issue later.
This leads me to an interesting digression. In statistical decision theory, zero probability events are inconsequential because, by definition, the likelihood of
their occurrence is zero, so that they don’t affect expected utility. But in game theory, we can’t ignore such
events. The reason is that what has zero probability is
endogenous to the equilibrium we are focusing on. A
zero probability event in one equilibrium may have
positive probability in another. Moreover, whether an
outcome is an equilibrium depends on the zero probability events, not just the positive probability events.
Returning to SMIF, one major advantage of these
models is that there is no precommitment requirement
of the type encountered with SMUF. Another advantage isthat everything is made precise: the sequence
of moves,information sets, beliefs, etc. This eliminates
much of the ad hoc structure inherent in SMUF. Finally, there is usually no paucity of equilibria. Indeed, we
now have an embarrassment of riches, as there is often
a large number of Nash equilibria, and the modeler may
be required to choose between them. Although a final
answer has yet to be provided, game theory has
provided a way to think about this choice. This is an
issue I turn to next. Rather than go through the literature on refinements of Nash equilibrium —which is
quite extensiveand growing – I’lldo a simple example
familiar to finance researchers and show how we can
compute the various equilibria.
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Before getting to that, I would like to make a simple
point. In any signaling game, we have to deal with
defections from the equilibriu~ i.e., agents possibly
doing things they are not supposed to in equilibrium.
Who can defect depends on how the moves are sequenced in the game. In signaling games with welldefined first and second move~ it is always the first
mover who has the opportunity to defect. Thus in
SMUF it is the uninformed agent who may defect by
offering the informed agent a contract that is outside
the equilibrium set of contracts. In SMIF, it is the
informed agent who maydefmby emitting a signalthat
lies outside the set of equilibrium signals.
B. A Debt Sigrtalllng Example: SMUF, SMIF and
Refinements

Consider a single period economy in which all
agents are risk neutral. At t = O(the beginning of the
period), firms announce debt levels and at t = 1, the
debt is repaid out of cash flows if possible. There are
three types of firms in the economy the good, the bad
and the ugly.The density function of the end-of-period
cash flow for the good fm is~~x), for the bad firm is
jj@) and for the ugly firm is~~(x). ne SUPPOIIoffi(x)
is ( –00,00)ViG{ gb,u }. AIso,fi(x)>O VX E( –~,~ )
and Vi G { gb,u}. The riskless rate of interest is zero
for simplicity. The utility function of the firm’s
manager is defined over the market value of the firm at
t=O (the manager’s wage is uV, where a is a positive,
finite, real valued constant and Vis the market value of
the firm at t=O) and whether or not the firm goes
bankrupt at t= 1. Bankruptcy is possible only ifthe firm
is levered In the event of bankruptcy, the manager is
assessed a personal (nonpecuniary) penalty of
z ~ O,CO
), which is a constant and does not directly
affectfirm value. This penalty is purely dissipative, i.e.,
zdoes not accrue to the investors.LetFibe the cumulative distribution function (CDF) corresponding to the
density function~fiThe CDFSof the three types of firms
are ordered by the following first-order stochastic
dominance (FOSD) relationship g FOSD b FOSD u.
Investors’ (common) prior belief is that a fraction 6’gof
all firms are god a fraction db are bad and a fraction
o.= 1 – Og- ~ are ugly. However, although each
firm’s manager knows his own firm’stype, investors are

unable to a priori distinguish one type of firm from
another. The manager makes decisions to maximizehis
own expected utility. There are no taxes or bankruptcy
costs. We want to analyze this as a signaling game in

which the manager’s choice of debt, D (chosen from
some compact interval of real numbem), is a signal of
his private information.g
1. Analysls of the Game as SMUF

We can write the expected utility of a manager
choosing debt level Dj and managing a firm of tyIWi as

IW(j

Ii)

= UV(ilj)

‘fii

(~j)

(1)

where we recognize that the firm’s current market
value can be based only on the observed debt signal. I
willderive the unique RRE in this game. In our context
the RRE is a set of three distinct signals (debt levels)
such thati (i) each firm is correctly priced (the expected
return of investors who purchase each fm is zero) and
(ii) there does not exist any alternative scheme (a pair
consisting of a signal and an associated firm value) that
could be offered to firms by any coalition of investors,
sayCl, such that Cl could earn a nonnegative expected
return on this scheme even after another coalition, say
Cz, reacts to the initial defection with yet another
out-of-equilibrium scheme. The key is that C2 should
see a positive expected return in reacting to Cl, and no
further reactions can impose strict losses (negative
expected return) on C2.
The RRE forthisgame isasfollows.l%e worst type
of firm, which is the ugly firnL sets its debt level
DU = O.The bad firm signals with a debt level D~ >0
which is set to satisfy

where the left hand side (LHS) is the expected utility
of the ugly fro’s manager from mimicking the bad
firm’s manager and the right hand side (RHS) is the
expectedutility of the uglyfirm’smanager from signaling truthfully. Note that competitive capital market
pricing requires tha~ consistent with the conjectured
RRE,
(3)

%lIose familiar with Ross [52] will recognize that this is essentially
the Ross model.

(4)

v(o) =flu=~xf.(x)d,

where~b andflu are the mean cash flowsof the bad and
uglyfirms, respectively.
Substituting (3) and (4) in (2) and solving for 11~gives

D*= ~~1(t?@b
‘#u]/?@.

(5)

Similarly, the good firm signals with a debt level
Dg>0 which satisfies
aV(Dg)- @b(Dg) = aHDh) -

fib(Db)

(6)

where the LHS is the expected utility of the bad firm
from mimicking the good firm and the RHS is the
expected utility of the bad firm from signaling tmthfully. Again, competitive capital market pricing requires that, consistent with the conjectured RR~

Substituting (3) and (7) in (6) and solving for Dggives
us

where Db is givenby(5). It is easyto verifythat the ugly
firmwill not mimic the good firm and thegoodfirmwill
not mimic either of its lower-valued counterparts.
Also, the bad firm will not mimic either the ugly or the
good firm. Moreover, Dg > Db >0.
It is appropriate to view this equilibrium as the
outcome of a game in which the uninformed capital
market is a single player that offers the followingmenu
of choices to firms (i) choose a debt level of zero and
we will price your firm atpu, (ii) choose a debt level of
Db and we will price your firm at~b, and (iii) choose a
debt level of Dg and we will price your firm at /.4rThe
firm’s manager then proceeds to choose a particular
debt level and each firm is priced in equilibrium as if
investors had the same information as managers.
Prccommitment from the market to adhere to this
pricing strategy is almost as crucial here, however,as it
is in the dividend signrdlingmodel of Bhattacharya [7]
that we discussed earlier. Recall that in that case the
market was precommitted to a pricing response conditional on the manager paying a particular dividend
perpctuall~ after the first period dividend,however,all

informational asymmetry is resolved and there is little
reason for the manager to keep paying the dhidend,
except for the necessity of the precommittnent to be
adhered to for ex ante incentive compatibility reasons.
We can viewthe nature of precommitment in our debt
signaling model in a similar light. Once the firms have
chosen their respective debt levels, suppose the
manager of the firm that issued debt Dg were to announce to the market “You know that I have chosen
IIg, so my firm is good. There is no reason now for you
to force me to be levered this wayuntil the end. Could
I not reduce my leverage by repurchasing some of my
debt with an equity issue?” Clearly, in an ex post sense,
investors are no worse off if the manager did this, and
the manager is strictly better off. But precommitment
in this game requires that the market’s price response
of% be rigidly conditional on the manager not being
able to do this, or else ex ante incentive compatibility
is destroyed. In other words, this equilibrium hinges on
there being precommitment to persist with an arrangement that is ex post efficient to dissolve.l” Models in
the SMUF class lack the appropriate structure to deal
satisfactorily with this complication.
Another point to note is that the equilibrium we
have characterized is an RRE under our assumptions.
However, suppose ~g is very close to one. Then this
equilibrium will not be a Nash equilibrium (in the
Rothschild and Stiglitz [53] sense). In our context, a
Rothschild and Stiglitz Nash equilibrium is a set of
three distinct signals such that (i) each firm incorrectly
priced in the equilibrium, and (ii) there does not exist
an alternative scheme (a pair of debt signal and associated firm value outside the equilibrium set) such
that the coalition of investors offering it could earn
strictly positive profit and there is at least one type of
firm that would prefer this scheme to its equilibrium
allocation. Intuitively, the reason why a Nash equilibrium fails to exist when (?g is close to 1 is that a
group of uninformed in~estors can successfully
defect from the equilibrium by offering a contract
that prices all firms at a pooling price of
~= @#g+ @#b+
[1 - 6’g- eb]~u and a debt level of
zero. If@gis sufficientlyclose to 1, it can be shown that

%ne could argue that the RRE could cope with a possible debt
repurchase decision by the manager by redefining the game to treat
tbe initial debt issue and the subsequent debt repurchase as joint
signals. However,we are still left with the problem of preeommitment
to the repurchase fraction. This precludes arrangements that are ex
pst more efficient than these stipulated in the equilibrium.
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prefer this defection to their equilibrium
For example,the manager of the good firm
finds that the gain from signaling via debt, a~ -~,
is insufficient to compensate him forr, the bad and the
uglyfirms are, of course, happy to be subsidized.In this
case, no Nash equilibrium exists, since a pooling outcome in such games is never a Nash equilibrium (see
Rothschild and Stiglitz [53]).11
The RRE characterized here has predictions that
are generally in accord with some of the recent empirical evidence,namely that there is a positive association
between debt and firm value.lz
all firms wilJ

allocations.

2. Analysis of the Game as ShllF

Now imagine that the informed manager is moving
firs~ choosing his debt signal, and the a priori uninformed capital market moves next by setting a market
value for the firm. An extensive form for this game is
shown in Exhibit 1. This extensive form is drawn as if
the firm had only four debt levelsto choose from —the
equilibrium
levels O,Dt andll~ (corresponding
respectively to the debt choices of the ugly, bad and
good firms in a perfectly separating equilibrium) and
some other arbitrary out-of-equilibrium debt level ~.
This is done merely for simplicity. In principle, the firm
can choose from a continuum of debt levels. Moreover,
for simplicity I also assume that the market can choose

from only four valuation responses. In this extensive
form, a vertical dotted line indicates that the market is
unable to tell which type of firm made that move. Each
circle (clear or full) is a node, and the box above the
node indicates whose turn it is to move. The full black
circles at the extreme left and extreme right of the
figure are payoffnodes —the pair (S132) indicates that
SI is the manager’sexpected utility and Sz is investors’
expected return. (For more details on extensive forms,
see Kreps and Wilson [36]).
1‘Dasgupta rmdMaskin [20, 21] show that the nonexistence of Nash
equilibrium is due to the restriction to pure strategies and that
randomized strategies can often restore existence, thereby veri&ing
an earlier conjecture by ROM[52].
Mmulis [39, 40] reports that exchange offers that
lzFor e-p]e,
result in increases (decreases) in leverageare associated with positive
(negative) abnormal common stock returns. More recently, Comett
and Travlos[19] specifically investigatethe informationeffect caused
by a firm’schange in capital stmcturevia debt-for-equity and equityfor-debt exchangeoffers.Their evidence indicates thatdebt-for-equityswapslead to abnormalstock price increase~ while equity-fordebt
swaps lead to abnormal stock price decreases.
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Suppose, for the momen~ that D; = D; = D*>O.
I’ll now show that a completely pooling outcome in
which each firm chooses an equilibrium debt level
D*>O satisijing
~u>@–@u(D*)>O

(9)

is a Nash equilibrium where ~ is the pooling mean
defined earlier. To see why this is a Nash equilibrium,
suppose a manager defectsbychoosing~ # D*. This is
an out-of-equilibrium move and the component of the
game inside the dotted area represents the off-theequilibrium path part of this game. How should the
capital market react to this event which was supposed
to have zero probability? Although the Nash equiIibriumconcept stipulates how the market should react
to each event (including those that have zero probability), it places no restrictions on reactions to out-ofequilibrium moves,other than that such reactions help
to sustain the equilibrium. So suppose we define a
number K >0 satis&ing
wu/K

< @ -

Mu(D*)

(9)’

and assume that whenever a manager chooses a debt
level ~ # D“ (where ficould be zero), his firm will be
priced at~u/lL
That is, this response by the market is
a part of the game that is off-the-equilibrium path and
constitutes a threat used to support the Nash equilibrium. It is straightforward to verifythat no manager
will choose to defect from our conjectured Nash equilibrium.
This Nash equilibrium does not make much sense,
however.All firms are being pooled at a common price
and yet their managers are required to issue a positive
amount of debt which is personally costly to them. The
reason why this is a Nash equilibrium is that the equilibrium concept permits too much latitude in speci~ing reactions to out-of-equilibrium moves. This is
where refinements of Nash equilibrium come in. The
earliest of these refinements was subgame perfection
which I referred to earlier. Unfortunately, subgame
perfection admits too many unreasonable equilibria
under asymmetric information, even though it prunes
away some Nash equilibria. That i% there are many
subgame perfect Nash equilibria that are unreasonable. A class of situations in which this happens
is when the only proper subgame is the overall game
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Exhlblt 1. Illustrative Extensive Form for Debt Signaling Game
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itself. In this ease it is obvious that every Nash equilibrium is subgame perfeet.
A further refinement was proposed by Kreps and
Wilson [36]. It is calkxl sequential equilibrium and it
puts restrictions on strategies and beliefs. In a sequential equilibrium, we must not onlyspeei~ strategies and
beliefs of players at everynode of the game that ean be

*

,

\

m

reached in equilibrium, but also at nodes that cannot
be reached in equilibrium. That is, a sequential equiMxium is a Nash equilibrium with the added requirements that, at any point in the game, the strategies of
players are NaslLgiven the strategies and beliefs of the
other players,and the beliefi at each information set in
the game are formulated according to Bayes’ rule
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wherever possible.13Simply pu~ in the context of our
example, sequential equill%riumimposes two restrictions that Nash equilibrium does not. First, over any
(properly defined) subgame of our overall game,
strategies of all players should be Nash.14SeconL as in
the case of Nash equilibrium, beliefs must be revised in
accordance with Bayes’mle whenever an equilibrium
move is observe~ but when an out-of-equilibrium
move is observedithere must be some belief on the part
of the uninformed that makes their reaction to this
out-of-equilibrium move rational on the basis of that
belief. In game-theoretic terminology, the reaction of
the uninformed to even an out-of-equilibrium move
should be a best response given some belief. A key
advantage of sequential equilibrium over subgame perfection is that, unlike subgame perfection, the sequential equilibrium concept allows us to eliminate some
Nash equilibria even in games where the only proper
subgame is the overall game itself.
We can see now that our Nash equilibrium is not
necessarilysequential. There is no belief on the part of
investors that would justi@ a (mmpetitive) market
value of ~UiK as a best response for K >1. In other
words, the threat contained in a response of
PU/K for K >1 is not eredble. Intuitively, the reason
for this is that K >1 means that the firm choosing an
out-of-equilibrium move ispriced at less than its lowest
possible value. That is, whenever the K satisfying (9)
exceeds1,the Nash equill%riumdescribed earlier is not
sequential.15However, a pooling equilibrium in which
the strategy of each fm is to issue zero debt with
probability one, and all firms are priced at ~ if they
issue zero debt and at /& otherwise is a sequential
equilibrium under the following structure of beliefs
Pr(firm is of type i I firm issues zero debt)= @i,the
prior probability that firm is of type i for all i ~bb,u},
and Pr(firm is of type i I firm issues positive debt)
13stnctly

~F~ng

1 h~~

defi~~

a Pefiect

Bayaian

1 ‘ii= u The sequential equilibrium strategy of all
= 0ifi7$u”
{

is to issue zero debt with probability one regardless of type. Note that if a firm issues zero debt, the
Bayesian posterior of investors about this firm’s type
coincides with the prior belief. Moreover, conditional
on the out-of-equilibrium belief that anydeviating fm
is ugly, the market’s reaction is a best response. Given
this response, no firm defects from the equilibrium.
Note that what I have really proved is that this is a
Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium, since I have not
checked that the equilibrium strategies and beliefs are
the limit of some sequence of (Bayesian) rational
beliefs and strategies. It is, however,straightforward to
check that this third requirement is satisfied here.lb
As is transparen~ this no-signalling equilibrium
rests on a somewhat objectionable specflcation of outof-equilibrium beliefs. Game theorists have developed
a literature on refinements of the sequential equilibrium itself, which attempts to provide ways of put-

firms

]q.o ~ ~, let ~i(D) ~present the strategyof the mmagerof the
tYPC-i
finw withi C@b,u}, so that the p~babifiw with which thii
m~ager chooses debt D is ai (D). Define the sequence of strategies,
u?(D),

n = 12..., = , as follows
1

{
Y(D)=
~(D)=

{

1 ifD=O
OifD>O

{

be sequential but will not survivemany of the refinements of sequentirdequilibrium.

foreWVn

1 ifD = O forevewn
OifD>O

and
M(D)=

-:

ifD=O

fiD)/n

ifD >0

1

{

where flD) is some (arbkrruy) probability density rimction over
(O,WI)that is finite and nonnegative over (O,~). Since fiD) is a
probabiliv

density, ~f(D)dD = 1. Note that this sequence of

strategies

is such that lii crf(D) = u,*(D) v

“+00

Nash equi-

librium. Sequential equilibrium addaa third condition that the equilibrium strategia and beliefs should be the limit of some sequence of
(Bayesian) rational beliefs and curnpletely maed strategies (see
Kreps and Wilson [36] and Rasmusen [50]). However, the equilibria
I study henceforth are sequential Nash equilibria. Note that a
“strategy”m thii context is defined as a probability distrllmtion over
all possible moves that the informed player can make, i.e., a strategy
“ws the probabilitywith which each move will be made.
s
1
K “ is the subgame perfection requirement.
Bti tie o~er ~~
if K <1, then an equilibrium with D >0 maY

1991

i= @bu}, where

UI*(D)
isthe equilibrium strategy of the &pe~”firm’s manager, and it
satisfies
u:(D) =
{

lifD=O
OifD>O

for every i c &b,u}. With this sequence of strategies, we can also
SP@@ befiefi that satisfi Bayes’ rule for out-of-equilibrium moves
aawell as equilibrium moves (recall that Bayes’rulecannot be applied
to out-f-equilibrium moves, given just the equilibrium strategies).
To see this IetP~(i ID) be the market’sposterior belief that the firm
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ting further sensible restrictions on beliefs off the equilibrium path. One such refinement is known as the
intuitive criterion of Cho and Kreps [16]. An equiIibrium passes the intuitive criterion ifi (i) it is sequential and (u) it satisfies the following additional restriction on beliefs and strategies off the equilibrium
path.
Suppose the uninformed observe an out-of-e uilibrtum move, say m, in a game with N possl% Ie
types of the informed agent.If there does not exist
any belief on the part of the uninformed that
would su port a best response on their part such
that a sut set of player types, say S C N, would
defect with move m, then the uninformed should
assignzero robability (in their posteriors) to the
event that 4 e defector’s type belongs to S. Then,
for a sequential equilibrium to survive the ChoKreps intuitive crtterion, for every type remaining m ~, there exists at least one probability
distribution of beliefs of the uninformed concentrated on the remaining types ~, such that
the accompanying best response of the uninformed does not induce that reformed a ent type
to strictly prefer to defect from the equlf ibrium.
This criterion is indeed very intuitive. It says that we
should eliminate sequential equilibria that can only be
supported by out-of-equilibrium beliefs that put positive probability weight on types that would never wish

to defect from the equilibrium, when reactions by
the uninformed to defections by the informed are
governed by the sequential equilibrium best response
(rationality) requirement.17
We can now apply the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion
to eliminate the pooling sequential equilibrium.
Define D 0 as a debt level such that
@ = qug – arFb(DO) .

(lo)

We cxmtinue to assume that a player will not defect
from the equilibrium unless he/she is strictly better off
for doing so. Thus, D o is a debt level such that the bad
firm will not wish to defect from the equilibrium even
if the uninformed believe with probability one that the
defector is good. Thus, there does not exist any belief
on the part of the uninformed that would induce defection by the manager of the bad firm, since he’ll do
strictly worse with any belief that puts less than one
probability weight on the defector being good. Because
of the FOSD relationship among the types, it is easy to
see that
@> qug - ZFU(D”)

(11)

so that the manager of the ugly firm strictly prefers to
stay with his pooling equilibrium strategy, and

is of type i, having observed move D as part of the nti element of the
sequence of strategies c#(D) . Then, using Bayes’mle
(}
~D)/n} {1-O@~}
p;(firm is ugly 1some specific D>O) = V(D)/n} {1 ‘Og-eb} + O
=1 Vn.

[1-;][1-eg-eb]
P/@rn is ugfy I D=O) =
{[l+]

=

[1-;]

[1-8g-(?b]

[l-;{

kf)g-eb}]

[1-;

{1-eg-@b}]

[1-+

{1-8g-L9b}]

@b

P?(firm is bad I D=O) =

Og

@(firm isgood I D=O) =

It is apparent
that
..

[1 ‘eg-eb]+eg+eb}

‘

.._

lim P~(i ID>O) = { ~ $j~~orb
and lim ~(i ID=O) = Oi
“+00
“+m
for everyi Ttrusthe sequence of Bayesian rationalbeliefs associated
with the assumed sequence of strategiesconverges to the equilibrium
beliefs.

so that the manager of the good firm strictly prefers to
defect from the pooling equilibrium.
We have thus established that there does not exist
any belief such that either the ugly or the bad firm’s
manager will wish to defect with the debt level D 0.
According to the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion, we
should set at zero the probability that the defector is
either the ugly or the bad firm. Thus, the only admissible posterior belief is that the defector is the good
firm with probability one. Given this belief, we now
require that the (competitive) market’s price response
be a best response. That is, the defector should be
priced as if it is a good firm. And if this is the case, we
have already established that the manager of the good
firm will indeed strictly prefer to defect by issuing debt

l%l-hat

~

,

the

Uninfomed must react to a defection in a manner

rationalized by at least some befief on their part.
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ofD 0. Hence, the pooling sequential equilibrium does
not satisfi the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion.
There is, however, another sequential equilibrium
that does survive the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion,
given appropriate assumptions regarding the market’s
prior beliefs about types. This is a partly pooling equilibrium in which the good firm’s manager signals with
a debt level Dg >0 and the managers of the bad and
ugly firms pool at a debt level of zero.
For equilibrium moves, the a priori uninformed
investors should revise their beliefs in accordance with
Bayes’rule. Since they know that only the bad and the
ugly firms are pooling at a zero debt level, when they
see a firm that issueszero debt, they should believe that
there is a probability @b/[l – f?g] that this firm is bad
and a probability [1—eg—@b]/[l—@g]that this firm is
ugly. Thus, in equilibrium the common pooling price
of firms that issue zero debt should be

+ t{l–og–eb}/{l+g}]#u
VP=[Ob/{l-eg}]/%

-

(13)

The equilibrium expected utility of the manager of
either a bad or an ugly firm is
(14)

a~p.

A firm that issues debt of Dgwill be priced at&. So the
equilibrium expected utility of the manager of the good
firm is
apg - ZFg (DJ.

so that the manager of the bad firm does not mimic that
of the good firm. As usual, (16) holds tightly in equilibrium, so that we obtain the equilibrium debt level
F;l

({qg

– UVP }/z).

(17)

Given (16) as an equality, it is straightfonvard to veri~
that
a~p > apg – Mu (D; )

(19)

all the incentive compatibility conditions are
satisfied
1’11leave it up to the reader to verify that this is a
Nash equilibrium. To check that this is a sequential
equilibrium, consider a defection D ~ (O,Dg’). Suppose investors assign the belief Pr(defector is ugly I D
G (O,
Dg)observed) = 1.Then the defector is priced at
#u. The expected
utility of the defecting manager is
~U _~Fi (D) ~i~~b,u}.
Note that since
–~i
(D)
Vi G{b,u} so that
7P >Pu, a~p ~ q.
the managers of the bad and ugly firms don’t defect.
And since
Thus,

the manager of the good firm doesn’t defect. Thus, this
is a sequential equilibrium. Clearly, no manager will
defect with D > Dg even if the fm is priced at yr
Let us now verifi that this equilibrium satisfies the
Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion. Consider some defection D G (O, Dg*). 1s there any type that can be ruled
out as a potential defector, regardless of the market’s
beliefs in response to the defection? Consider the
manager of the ugly firm. Although (18) is satisfied,
there may exist a debt level, sayD: < D;, such that

(15)

For incentive compatibility we need

D:=

aiip < qug – zFg (D; ).

(18)

So if D C D;, the manager of the ugly firm will defect,
conditional on the market believing that the defector
is the good firm with probability one. Thus, if the
manager of the bad firm wishes to defect with a debt
level such that he can convince the market that his firm
is not ugly,he must set this debt levelD > D:; with this
debt level, the manager of the ugly firm will never
defect.
Suppose now that a defection D E [D;, D$ is observed.Bythe above logic,wecan rule out the uglyfirm
as the defector. For the equilibrium to survive the
intuitive criterion, for each type there must exist at
least one belief concentrated over the bad and good
firms such that the associated market best response
does not cause that type of firm to strictly prefer to
defeet. Assume now that the prior beliefs of the market
are such that
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So if we consider the following belief (admissible according to the intuitive criterion) Pr(defector is the bad
firm Idefection D E [D:, D;) observed) = 1, then it
does not pay for the bad firm to defect.This is because,
given this belief, (21) guarantees that the e~ed
utility of the bad firm’s manager from defection is
strictly less than his equilibrium expected utility.
Moreover, it is transparent that neither the uglynor the
good firm willwish to defect.18Hence, the equilibrium
survives the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion.
There are two points worth mentioning at this stage.
First, the empirical content of this model is similar to
that of the RRE identified earlier, even though the two
equilibria are different. Debt issuance is good news.
Second, even with a refinement such as the ChoKreps intuitive criterion, it is possible to get some
pooling in equilibriurn.lg This is in sharp contrast to
the predictions one gets using the RRE. At a common
sense level, it is not obvious why equilibria should
always be perfectly separating. For instance, in our
illustration if the cross-section of ftis is such that it
leads to the prior beliefs that og = O.lO,eb= 0.85 and
6.= 0.05, then it is not clear why the managers of bad
firms would like to distinguish themselves fkomthose
of uglyfirms byissuingpersonally costlydebt. If the bad
and the ugly firms issue no debt (while the good firm
issues debt), the pooling price for these two types of
firms will be very close to the first best price of the bad
firm anyway.So whyintir the cost of signaling? As far
as evidence on this issue is concerned, Cadsby,Murray
and Maksimovic[12]have recently reported the results
of some experiments. They found that when the theory
predicts a unique sequential equilibrium, the experimental evidence is consistent with the theory.
When the theory allows for sequential equilibria that
are pooling, partially pooling or separating, only the
pooling equilibrium-which is the most eftlcient-is
observed.
The partially pooling equilibrium we have just seen
is not the only one that survives the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion. There is aperfectlyseparating sequential
equill%riumwhich also survives the Cho-Kreps intui-

tive criterion. In~his sequential equilibriu~ the good
firm issuesdebt Dp the bad firm iss~esde~t Db,and the
ugly firm stays unlevere~ where Dg > Db >0. Since
each type of firm chooses a distinctly different strategy,
investors will be able to distinguish perfectly among
firms in equilibrium. The equilibrium expected utility
of the uglyfirm’smanager is
(22)

WA.

The equilibrium expected utility of the bad firm’s
manager is

and that of the good firm’s manager is
Wg

(q .

-~g

(24)

For incentive compatibility we need
a#u 2

qub

–

@u (Db)

(25)

so that the manager of the ugly firm does not mimic
that of the bad firm. Since (25) holds tightly in an
equilibrium, we obtain

Given (2S) as an equality, it can be veriiled that

so that the manager of the bad firm strictly prefers his
own allocation to that of the ugly firm. For incentive
compatibility we also need

Since (28) holds as an equality in equilibrium, we have

6g= ~;l

({U/lg– ~f) +@/j

(&)}/~)
. (29)

It is easy to check that

181t
canbereadilychecked that if the inequalityin (21) were replaced
byapp < apb - zFb (D:), then thkequilibriumwill fail to survivethe
intuitive criterion.
types of firms in this illustration, the
l% we had ~nsidered only*
intuitive criterion would have ruled out any pooling in equilibrium.

so that the manager of the good firm strictly prefers his
own equilibrium allocation to any other.
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I’ll leave it up to the reader to verify that this is a
sequential equilibrium. To check that this equilibrium
satisfies the Cho-~eps intuitive criteriou consider a
defection D E (O,Db).Clearly,we cannot a priori mle
out anytypeas a defector (regardless ofbeliefs)without
restricting D. Suppose there exists some D, cdl it 5U,
such that ~e uglyfirm’smanager would not defectwith
any D > DUeven if his firm were (mistakenly) id~ntified as a good fiim. I~is transparent that 5U > Db.
Moreover, since Dg > Db (this is easy to verify)>it is
also transparent that the bad firm ca~not be ruled out
as a potential defector with D G (O,Db) if it is possible
that investors could view the defector as a good firm.
Hence, no fm can be a riori eliminated as a potential
defector when D G (O,i b) is observed, i.e., we cannot
require that an arbitrarily high probability weight on
the defector being of a particular type should be an a
priori consideration of the equilibrium. This gives us
just as much latitude in speci~ing out-of-equilibrium bcliefs~in response to the observed defection D ~ (O,Db) as we have with Sequential equilibrium. Thus, it is obvious that the sequential equilibrium survivesCho-Kreps.20
Now consider a defection D ● (fib, fig). TO
eliminate the uglyfirm as a potential defector (or else
we are back to the previo~s case), we need consider
only defections D ~ (~~, Dg). Investors’ beliefs must
now be concentrated on the bad and good firms. Is
there any belief concentrated on these two types such
that no type wishes to defect? Suppose th~ market
believes that Pr(defector iS bad I D ● (~u, Dg)) = 1.
Then, it is clear that the ugly @n will not defec~ it
takes a debt level no more thanllu and a belief that the
defector is the good firm to induce it to defect.
Moreover, the bad firm has no incentive to defect
e~ther, since it can be valued just as highly choosing
Db < DU.Fhally, the good firm s~ictly prefers not to
be identified as a bad firm even at Dbwhich is less than
~u, so it too will not defect. Since no firm would ever

we can thti of applying the ChOKreps intuitive criterion in a
two-step process. FksL we determine whether we can eliminate any
type as a potential defector because thattypewouldgain nothing from
the defection regardlessof the beliefs of the uninformed. Second, we
see if there exists some belief concentrated on the remaining types
such that no type would wish to defec~ given the uninformed’s best
response associated with that belief. If we cannot eliminate any types
in the first step, then the sequential equilibrium always survives
Cho-Kreps.

wish to defect with D > ~g, we have shown that this
separating equilibrium satisfies the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion.
So we now have two equilibria that satis~ the intuitive criterion. Is there anyway to choose? The answer
is in the affirmative if we go,to a stronger refinement,
namely universal divinity. This refinement of sequential equilibrium, developed by Banks and Sobel [5]can
be stated as followx
Consider an out-of-equilibrium move m and let
the set of (mmed) best responses by the
uninformed to this move m such that&pet strictly wishes to defect with m, given that set of best
res rises. Let T be the set of all types. Let
~a~) be the set of (mixed) best responses such
r is indifferent between defecting and
not de
T ectin Now suppose there are two types
t and z’, sucR that

~m)be

Swm#%

(31)

then investors must believe that Pr(defector is
type t I defection m observed] = O,where by

~ we mean the set of all types with ~ excluded.
sand then
App~ this criterion pairwise to all
consider only the surviving types.% ncentrate
beliefs on the sumiving types. If there exists at
least one belief concentrated on the surviving
types such that no type (suxvivorsas well as nonsurvivors)wishes to defect $iven that belief, then
the sequential equilibrium lSuniversally divine.
This meims that if it is more likely that the observed
defection comes from type r’ than from type Z, then
investors must believe that it is infinitely more likely
that the defector is t’. This is indeed a very strong
refinement. A weaker version is divinity. It states that
a sequential equilibrium is divine if there existsa belief
of the uninformed in response to a defection m such
that no t@e wishes to defect given the best response
associated with that belief, and this belief belongs to
the set of beliefs satis@ingthe rule that, given (31), the
uninformed should not raise the probability (relative
to their priors) that the defector is type ~ rather than
type t’. While the set of universally divine sequential
equilibria is nested within the set of sequential equilibria satisfying Cho-Kreps (i.e., every universally
divine equilibrium passes the Cho-Kreps intuitive
criterion, but the converse is not true), such a nesting
relationship does not exist between divinity and Cbo-
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Kreps. However,the set of universallydivine equilibria
is nested within the set of divine equilibria.
Let us now apply universal divinity to first eliminate
the partially pooling equilibrium. Consider a defection
D G (O,D;). Given D, define ~ and ~ to satisfy

u~ - nFu(D)
= a~p

(32)

and define the sets of market value responses that
induce the ugly and bad firms respectivelyto defect as
~ = (~,pg] and% = (n,@. It is transparent from
(32) and (33) that because of the FOSD relationship
between the ugly and bad firms, ~ >1$, so that
~ U ~. Thus, investors must believe that Pr(defcctor is ugly I D E (O,D;)) = O.Thus, the lowest firm
value that the defector can get iS Vb> “VP. Since
Vb> VP we know that for D >0 small enough,
aV~‘fi@)
> a~p, so that the bad firm defects.
Hence, this sequential equilibrium is not universally
divine.
We can veri@ that the separating equilibrium is
universallydivine.To do this we need to consid~r three
possi~le~ypes
of defec~ons: (i) D <Db, (ii)
D ~ (Db,Dg),and (iu)D > Dr For anydefectionD, let
J@) represent the valuation response of the market
to the defe~ion.
(i) D < Db: Now, we know from the IC constraint
that in equilibrium, the good firm strictly prefers its
own allocation to that of the bad firm,

Since Fg FOSDFb and D < ~b, we know that the RHS
of (37) is strictly positive. Thus, fi > ~. This means
that ~ C ~, where ~ = (~,~] and% = (J%,pg].
Thus, by universal divinity invkstors must believe that
Pr(defector is good IDE (O,Db)) = O.
Similarly,
ax – ZFU(D) = aj.iU

This can be rearranged as

which
implies
Consequently,
~ > ~,
~ CQ = (l%pJ By universal divinity then, in~estors must believe that Pr(defector is bad ID E (O,Db))
= O.This means investors believe that the defector is
uglywith probability o~e, in which case no firm wishes
to defect wit~D ~ (O,Db).
(ii) DC (Db, D~) From the definition of V (D) and
dropping the argument of the value function, we have
awg-~l =nlFg (fig)– Fg(D)].
Similarly, using the definition of ~, we have
~=

But, by the definition of V@), we have
an

- fig@)=

U& - fig (~g)

(38)

Uk&@@)+J
@@g).

(39)

Substituting (39) in (38), since D < fig, we have
(35)

where we have dropped the argument of H(.) for notational ease. Substituting (36) in (34) yields

Now substituting (35) in the above inequality we get

‘llIus, ~ > ~, imp&ing that ~ C %. Investors rnmt
there~or~ believe that Pr(defector is good I
D c (~b> Dg)) = O.Giv~n ~hese beliefs, however, no
firm defects ~th D ~ (Db,Dg).
(iti) D > Dg: Even if investors believe with prob-

ability one that the d~fector is good no firm will wish
to defect with D > D& i.e., ~ = ~ = ~ =@, the

null set.

7“
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We have shown that no firm willwish to defect from
the equilibrium. Hence, the equilibrium is universally
divine. It is interesting that in this game, applying the
strongest refinement we have used thus far leads to the
perfectly separating equillhium as the unique21 sequential equilibrium survivingthat refinement. Recall
that this is also the RRE ifthe uninformed agent moves
first.
There are other refinements as well. To mention a
few, one could use the Cho [14] forward induction
equilibrium (FIE), the Grossman and Perry [27] perfect sequential equilibrium (PSE), and the strategic
stability refinement of Kohlberg and Mertens [34]. I
will not go into these refinements here for a number of
reasons. First, although both the PIE and the PSE are
stronger than the intuitive criterion in the sense that
the set of sequential equilibria survivingeither the FIE
or the PSE are nested within the set of sequential
equilibria satisfying the intuitive criterion, there is no
nesting relationship between universal dhinity and
either the FIE or the PSE. This makes the choice of one
refinement from among these three refinements a
somewhat arbitrary decision. In Exhibh 2, I have drawn
a picture to illustrate how the different equilibria are
nested. Secon4 although the PSE places a more intuitive restriction on out-of-equilibrium beliefs than
either the FIE or universal divinity,22 there is no
general existence theorem which assures us that in
every extensive form game with perfect recallz there
willbeat least one PSE.24Inde~ Grossman and Perry
provide examples of games in which no PSE exists.
Third, in many of the standard signaling games in
finance, universal divinity is strong enough to prune
the set of sequential equilibria down to a singleton.
Fourth, even though strategic stability is a stronger
refinement than universal divinityand there is an existence theorem which says that there is at least one
strategicallystable equilibrium in everyextensiveform
game with perfect recall, it is not formally defined for
games which are not finite. That iy strategic stability
cannot be used in a game in which either the number
of informed types or their strategies are infinite. In
financial signaling models, the informed agent is
usually allowed to choose from a nondenumerable set

of signals, such as the possible values of debt each firm
could choose in the example wejust discussed.
The purpose of refinements, of course, is to eventually be able to identify a unique equilibrium that is
sequential and imposes sensible restrictions on out-ofequilibrium belietk. This is a daunting task however,
and I am not aware of any refinement that delivers a
unique equilibrium in general extensive form games
(with perfect recall), along with a guarantee that this
unique equilibrium will alwaysexist.
This is a somewhat troublesome juncture at which
weare left at present. When a researcher studies a game
in which there are multiple sequential equilibria he
has a choice of which refinement to use. Quite often,
this choice is one of convenience. The researcher
wishes to focus on a particular set of predictions, and
therefore chooses the refinement that suits his purpose. A sensible wayto deal with this issue is to require
that there be ancillary predictions that go beyond
known stylizedfacts.n We can then conduct a joint test
of the suitability of the chosen refinement and its appropriateness in explaining the chosen stylizedfacts by
confronting these ancillary predictions with the data.
Another reasonable criterion to use is to ask how
robust the equilibrium in question iswith respect to the
specification of out-of-equilibrium beliefs. Equilibria
that survivestronger refinements are more robust than
those that don’t. TIIUSa simple way to be persuasive
about one’s choice of equilibrium maybe to subject it
to the strongest refinement applicable.
My earlier criticism of models in the SMUF class
notwithstanding those models have provided extremely valuable insights into the nature of asymmetric information equilibria. The fact that the RRE outcome
is the unique sequential equilibrium that survives the
strongest refinements in our debt signaling model is
not a fluke. Cho and Sobel [15] have shown that in a
special class of games — our debt signaling model
belongs to this class – the unique universally divine
sequential equilibrium is the RRE outcome.

2]Although I have not proved uniquenes~ it is true that there is only
universallydivine sequential equilibrium in this game.
-k
is my personal opinion.
~Cpeffe~ r-”
me~ that in a multistagegam~ playersremember
all of the previous moves.
%SeeGrossman and Perry[27].

cooperative game theory in finance.This isbyno means

Il. Selected Applications of
Noncooperative Game Theory
in Finance
I’ll review a selected number of applications of non-

‘1 owe this observation to Michael Brennan. See Thakor [62] for my
discussion of Brennan’sviews on this.
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Exhibit 2. Nesting Relationships of Refinements

sequential

Equilibria

intended to be an exhaustive review. It is merely intended to conveyan idea of the wide range of issues in
finance to which game theory can be applied.
A. Corporate Control and Takeovers

Issues in corporate control are particularly
amenable to game-theoretic modeling because information is a crucial aspect of corporate control contests
and because the sequence of moves is well defined. The
traditional view was that takeovers improve effkienq
by either displacing inefficient managers or by disciplining managers inclined to mismanage. Grossman

and Hart [26] argued that, if the target firm’s
shareholders are atomistic, then there is a free rider
problem that interferes with the ability of takeovers to
improve efficiency. In particular, the target firm’s
shareholders will decline any offer that is less than the
post-takeover value of the firm. Thus, the bidder will
not be able to profit from the takeover, and if it has to
incur research and transactions costs prior to making
its bid, it will lose money. This means there will be too
few takeovers relative to the social optimum.
The Grossman and Hart solution to this free rider
problem was to propose that firms write into their
charters provisions that permit bidders to dilute the
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value of the holdings of those shareholde~ who don’t

man [3]show that this can be achievedbyassuming that

sell out to the bidder.2b Shleifer and Vishny [59]
showe@however, that dilution would be unnecessary
as long as the bidder could —without tipping its
hand– purchase a sufficiently large fraction of the
target’s shares prior to publicly announcing its offer.m
Although the bidder does not necessarilyprofit on the
shares it buys in the takeover, it does profit on the
shares it acquired prior to the takeover. As long as this
profit exceeds the bidder’s research and transactions
costs, the takeover isworthwhile. Apart from the other
differences, a key assumption in Shleifer and Vishrty
that is different from Grossman and Hart is that not all
shareholders are atomistic.
Shleifer and Vishny assume that the post-takeover
value of the target is known privately to the bidder, but
not to the target. They also restrict target shareholders
to pure tendering strategies. With these specifications,
they obtain a pooling sequential equilibrium in which
the bidder offers a price that is independent of its
private information and tender offers alwayssucceed.
Hirshleifer and Titman [30] relax these assumptions
and permit target shareholders to adopt randomized
tendering strategies. They show that the Shleifer-Vishny sequential equilibrium now does not sunrive a
modified version of the Grossman and Perry [271perfect sequential equilibriu~~ even though there are
beliefs that sustain the pooling equilibrium as a standard perfect sequential equilibrium. A sequential equilibrium that survives this criterion is separating.
Shareholders who are indifferent between tendering
and not tendering their shares do so randomly, makhtg
the success of the tender offer uncertain. There is a
positive equilibrium relationship between the bid
premium and the probability of acceptance of the bia
so that those bidders who have low valuations bid low
and succeed less often on average,whereas those who
have high valuations bid high and succeed more often
on average.
Takeovem can be successful even without dilution
or randomized tendering strategies. Bagnoli and Llp

the shareholders in the target firm are finite rather than
atomistic. Intuitively, when shareholders are finite,
each can be made pivotal to the successof the bid, and
his incentive to free ride on the tendering of other
shareholders can thus be eliminated. Bagnoli and Lipman characterize strong Nash equilibria — pure
strategyhksh equilibria in whicheach player isemploying his unique best response in equilibrium —in which
the raider is tendered the number of shares needed for
the takeover, and the bid succeeds with probability
one.~
As takeovem become more likely, we also obseme
increasing use of attempts by target management to
resist takeovers. One popular method is greenmail
which involves the target firm’s management buying
out selected shareholders at an inflated stock price to
prevent the takeover. There are many who argue that
this is simplya manifestation of management entrenchment and doesn’t do the shareholders any good. However, Shleifer and Vishny [58]show that greenmail may
benefit target shareholders. The basic idea in their
model is that greenmail encourages potential bidders
to investigate the fi~ which possibly results in a
takeover at a higher price than that offered in the initial
takeover attempt that triggered the greenmail. That is,
the manager of the target firm offers the initial bidder
greenmail in the hope of attracting a white knight~”
Another way for target management to resist a
takeover is through a stock repurchase. A gametheoretic treatment of this appears in Bagnoli, Gordon
and Lipman [4]. They assume that the manager cares
both about retaining his job and about the value of the
firm. Thus, the amount that the privately informed
manager is willing to overpay in repurchasing stock
depends upon what he knows about the value of the
ilrm under his control. The higher this privately known
value, the more he iswilling to pay to repurchase stock.
This waya repurchase offer acts as a positive signal of
firm value (under current management) to the target
firm’sshareholders and convinces them not to sellout
to the potential acquirer. Bagnol~Gordon and Lipman
show that this game has multiple sequential equilibria.
They then use a variant of the Grossman and Perry [271

~ewaytodilutethe
holdingsof targetshareholderswho don’t sell
out is with a “freeze-out” mergerin which the bidder buys 51% of the
targetsharesand merges itwi~ anotherfirm be ~
at; price below
the oost-acrmiritionvaIueof the tamet.
‘~’&
the Willims M A&s
this.
mA ~ti~
swuat~
+ifium
~ be viewed as a refinement of

U.J.,

sequential equilibria that suwive the ChdCxeps intuitive criteriou
i.e., every perfect sequential equilllwkun sumivea the intuitive
criteriou but the converse is not true.

‘A propertyof a strong Nash equilibrium is that one can add a
“small” amount of uncertainty to the original equillhium and find a
Nash equilibrium “close” to the original one.
me empirical evidence in Mikkel.wmand Ruback [42] shows that
greenmail has a negative effect on the target firm’s stock price.
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perfect sequential equilibrium to characterize the equilibrium they f~s on as the unique one.
Although this paper was the first game-theoretic
treatment of stock repurchase as a signal, Vermaelen
[64] as well as Ofer and Thakor [49] had earlier
modeled stock repurchases as signals.In fact one could
reverse the sequence of moves in Ofer and Thakor and
show that the unique RRE in their model is a sequential equilibrium that survives the Banks and Sobel [5]
universal divinity refinement.
An issue not yet well understood is why such huge
premia are paid in takeovers. After all, we do not
observe any profound restructuring of production
processes subsequent to takeovers that would justify
these premia. The most common practice is for acquirers to divest money-losing divisions of the target.
But if this accounts for the premia, why don’t the
managers of target firms divest themselves?
Boot [8] provides an interesting answer. He shows
that if managerial ability to ident~ positive NPV
projects is privately known only to the manager, then
managers will be concerned about their reputations.
There is then a sequential equilibrium in which a
manager may not divest a money-losingproject that he
initiated himself. Moreover, this sequential equilibrium survives many refinements, such as the ChoKreps intuitive criterion, universal dhdnity, and even
strategic stability. The intuition is that divesting a
project you picked yourself is an admission of a previous error. Therefore, you may hang on to such a
project at the shareholder’ expense, just to suppress
the release of bad news about yourself. This makes it
tempting for an aquiror to take over the firm and
divest it of the money-losing segments of its business.
The key is that the ac@iror’s reputation is unaffected
by the divestiture because the divested projects were
initiated by someone else. This explains how a
iakeover, when successful, can result in a substantial
increase in shareholder wealth. Perhaps even more
significantly, the threat of a takeover induces target
firms’managers to be less reluctant to divest and hence
improves shareholder wealth.
8. Capitsl Structure

There is an enormous literature on optimal capital
structure. The contemporary literature, however, has
used the tools of game theory to improve our understanding of capital structure.
Noe [48]models the financing decisiorisof a firm as
a sequential signaling game. One of his objectives is to
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explain why firms issue equity so infrequently. For
example,KrdayMd Shimrat [33]find that in a randomly selected sample of unregulated firms during the
period 1964-1983, the average firm had issued equity
only once in 50 years. Noe shows that, when the
manager has perfect information regarding his own
firm’scash flowsthat outsiders don’t, there is a sequential equilibrium in which debt dominates equity. He
also subjects this sequential equilibrium to a modified
version of the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion and proves
that it survives this refinement. Thus, as in Myers and
Majluf [45], a negative announcement effect is
predicted for an equity issue.
A model that links capital structure to managerial
reputational
considerations
and takeovers is
Hirshleifer and Thakor [31]. As in Boot [8], it is assumed that managerial ability to identfi good projects
is unknown. They show that in a subgame perfect
(Nash) reputationalequilibrium, managersmayoptfor
too much safetyrelative to the shareholders’ optimum.
When the firm issuesdeb~ this incentive coincidentally
aligns the manager’s interests with those of the
bondholders and reduces the agency costs of debt for
shareholders. ~is leads to higher optimal leverage
when the manager is concerned about his personal
reputation than when he is not. This implies that,
during periods of escalated takeover activity,managers
—who will be more concerned about their reputations
due to the increased likelihood of being displaced
through a takeover —will optimally issue more debt
than they would otherwise. Note that this prediction is
different from that of models such as Harris and Raviv
[28]and Stulz [61]whichpredict that managers mayuse
debt as a takeover defense.
C. Dividends and Stock Repurchases

Another well-researched area, dividend policy, has
also been reexaminedwith game-theoretic models. For
example, Kumar [37] assumes that the manager has
superior information about his firm’sfuture cash flows
and can choose investment policy as well as dividend
policy for his firm. He shows that there is a sequential
equilibrium in which dividends act as a coarse signal of
future cash flows. That i% in equilibrium dividends
show less variability than cash flows,as has been documented by ShilIer [5’71and others. Kumar also shows
that in his equilibrium, dividends are poor predictors
of future cash flows. This coarse sequential signaling
equilibrium cannot be eliminated using the Cho-Kreps
intuitive criterion.
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As Ofer and Thakor [49]showed,since stock repurchases and dividends can both act as signals of future
cashflows,it is important to treat them as simultaneous
signals, if one wishes to understand relative price
responses to these signals. Constantinides and Grundy
[171make a similar case for simultaneously studying
stock purchases and investment choices as signals.
They study a model in which the manager is privately
informed about his firm’s future prospects and moves
first with a signal. They obtain a perfectly separating
sequential equilibrium in which the investment level is
the first best and management repurchases some of the
outsiders’ stock. Management is assumed to own some
equity itself.
The intuition is as followx As in Myers and Majluf
[45], the manager wishes to sell overpriced securities.
In the Constantinides-Grundy model, management has
an incentive to overstate the value of the issued claim
when raising funds to finance an investment. Thus,
management should have an offsetting incentive to
understate the value of the issued claim so that incentive Compatl%ilityis assured in a separating sequential
equilibrium. This is achieved by management offering
to repurchase some stock and excluding itself in the
repurchase. The more management inflates the perceived value of the claim it issues, the more capital it
raises and the larger is the number of shares that must
be repurchased at the inflated price. This sequential
equilibrium passes the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion.
D. External Financing and Project Choice

In an influential paper, Myers and Majluf [45]
showed that in a pooling equilibrium, equity issues are
bad news. Giammanno and Lewis [25] show that one
can obtain a separating sequential equilibrium by assuming that there is an underwriter intermediating
between the issuing firm and the capital market. This
sequential equilibrium survives the Cho-Kreps intuitive criterion and works as follo= The issuing fm
(whichis the informed agent) moves first by asking for
a given price. The uninformed underwriter then
responds by either a~pting or rejecting the offer. If
the offer is rejecte~ the firm foregoes its investment
opportunity.
Giammarino and Lewisshow that there is a sequential equilibrium in which the high-valued firm asks for
a high price with probability one and the low-valued
firm randomizes between asking for a high price and
asking for a low price. The underwriter alwaysaccepts
the low price offer, but randomizes its acceptance of

the high price offer, sometimes accepting it and sometimes rejecting it. This scheme is designed to ensure
that the underwriter exactly breaks even and neither
type of firm has an incentive to misrepresent~l The
virtue of this scheme is that one does not encounter as
extreme a distortion due to asymmetric information as
one does in Myersand Majluf [45]where positive NPV
projects are sometimes eschewedbecause of the potential price decline accompanyingequity issues.
In another paper that examines the implications of
asymmetric information for the external financing
decisions of firms, I (see Thakor [63]) consider a
dynami~ game-theoretic model in which the informed
manager moves first and the uninformed capital
market responds. The manager has a project choice,
and the market receives a noisy signal of this choice. I
show that in a sequential equilibrium which suwives
the strategic stability refinement the initially undervalued firm invests myopicallyeven when the manager
is maximizing the wealth of current shareholders. The
reason is that an undemalued firm is interested in
minimizing its future access to the equity market for
investment funds. This is achieved by investing in a
project that generates early cash flows,even though its
intrinsic first best value is lower.
With this structure, I obtain numerous results about
price reactions to equity issue%cash stockpiling attempts, etc. For example, the Myers and Majluf [45]
analysis suggests that firms would benefit from having
surplus cash to invest in projects. Does this mean that
cash stockpiling is an optimal strategy? I show that the
answer is no. Any attempt to stockpile cash leads to a
negative stock price reaction. Throughout I assume
that management is motivated to maximize current
shareholder wealth. But if it has an entrenchment motive and a takeover is possible, preference for investment myopia is strengthened.
Related to this is recent work by Hirshleifer and
Chordia [29]who examine a manager’s preference for
the timing of cash flow uncertainty resolution. Since a
manager’s ability may be better known to him than to
others, perceptions of his ability are likely to be
governed by observable proxies such as cash flows.
Behaving strategically, the manager may influence
these perceptions by manipulating cash flows through
his investment choices. Within this framework,
Hirshleifer and Chordia obtain numerous interesting
results. When outsiders cannot observe whether the
31*

~Aor

[Ij2]for a dimion

of the intuitiOn.
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manager advancedor deferred rescdutionof cash flows,
the unique Perfect Bayesian equill%riuminvolves the
higher ability manager advancing resolution with a
higher probability than one of lower ability. However,
when outsiders can observe the manager’s resolution
decision, the unique universallydivine sequential equilibrium involves both types of managers advancing
resolution.
E. Financiai Intermediation

_ettic
information is at the heart ofwhyfinancial intermediaries exist (see Allen [2], and the papers
cited therein). So the potential for applying game
theo~ to problems in intermediation is vast. I think a
particularly fruitful area is multiperiod contracting involving intermediaries. Reputational issues become
important in these contexts.
Reputational issues on the part of borrowers were
first analyzed by John and Nachman [32]. In a twopcriod model, they depicted a sequential equilibrium
in which the agency problem of debt is attenuated
relative to that encountered in a single-period setting.
Diamond [23] has a similar model, but one in which
borrowers deal with banks over more than two time
periods and have an incentive to develop reputations
for repaying loans. As in John and Nachman, this
provides a partial amelioration of the agencyproblem
in single-shot games in which the borrower prefers
riskier investments than the lender would like. This
paper shows that in the early stages of a borrower’s
career, when reputation has yet to be developed risktaking incentives are the strongest. Once the borrower
has developed a good reputation, it faces a future
stream of lower interest rates than it did in the past.
Thus, the present value of future loans is greater and
the cost of bankruptcy (or credit exclusion) is higher.
Risk-taking inmntives are curtailed as a consequence.
Multiperiod contracting also creates a value for
bank-customer relationships. In particular, information on agivenborrower is likelytobereusable through
time (see Chan, Greenbaum and ‘f’hakor [13]), and
banks will have more information about their older
borrowers than other banks do. This allows them to
capture some rents in later stages of their relationships
with customers, and has implications for initial contracting as well as capital allocation. Sharpe [56] has
recently analyzed this problem.
Game-theoretic issues come alive in banking
relationships where the supply, demand and pricing
considerations related to financial contracts are in-

fluenced by potential strategic behavior. Boot, ‘fhakor
and Udell [9] have looked at bank loan commitments
in which banks have incentives to renege on their
promises to lend at below-market interest rates. They
show that the bank’s decision of whether or not to
honor the mmmitment depends on its beliefs about
some hidden action choice of the commitment customer, and this action choice depends on the
customer’s beliefs about whether or not the bank will
honor the commitment. They find that it takes a sufilciently large bank to obtain a perfect sequential equilibrium in which the customer takes the appropriate
action (which affects its financial condition at the time
of drawing down on the loan commitment) and the
bank honors the commitment.

Ill. Concluding Remarks
I have devoted my attention to noncooperative
game theory thus far. This is for two reasons. One is my
own research interest. The other is that this is the part
of game theory that has been used the most in finance.
However,there ~reother areas in game theory that may
gain prominence in future financial applications. One
is cooperative game theory and the other is evolutionary stability.
In noncooperative game theory, we do not permit
players to collude and implement an outcome that
could make them all better off.The commonly invoked
impediments to collusion are communications diffkmlties, lack of trust, etc. In many settings, this is a
reasonable assumption. However, there are also situations in which it is more useful to view the contracting
outcome with the tools of cooperative game theory.
One example is bankruptcy proceedings and reorganization. The eventual outcomes of such games involve considerable communication among the parties
involved. Moreover, the relative bargaining strengths
of the various parties signitlcantly influence the final
outcome.
An axiomatic approach to deal with such situations
was proposed by Nash [47]. The solution concept he
proposed is now known as the Nash bargaining solution. Its axiomatic requirements are thati (i) the solution should be independent of the units in which we
measure utility, (ii) the solution should be Pareto optimal, so that no player can be made better off while
leaving others no worse off, (iii) there should be independence of irrelevant alternatives (i.e., if we drop
from the set of alternatives one that was not part of the
optimal solution over that set of alternatives, then the
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optimal solution does not change), and (iv) symmetry
(i.e., switching labels on the players does not change
the outcome). In these games one also defines a threat
point, which is the default outcome if the playersdo not
reach an agreement. It can be shown that the optimal
solution can be reached by maximizingthe product of
incremental utilities of the players involved,subject to
the constraint that no playerget lessthan his/her threat
point utility, where incremental utilily is defined as the
difference between the utility in the optimal solution
and the threat point utility.
What are some of the potential applications of
cooperative game theory? One is the bankruptcy
proceedings application I mentioned earlier. The important point in studying this application is not just to
examine how the ex post outcome maybe determined,
but to ask how the ex ante use of debt and equity is
affectedby the anticipation of expost bargaining. That
is, there may be interesting capital structure ramKlcations of studying the game this way. Another fruitful
application may be to loan restructuring in the
sovereign debt market. We are all familiar with the
LDC problems of banks. Renegotiations are common
in these situation% and the relative bargaining positions of the coalition of banks on the one hand and the
sovereign debtor on the other hand are crucial in how
the renegotiation proceeds. Examples of papers on the
LDC debt renegotiation problem are Bulow and
Rogoff [10, 11] and Schwartz and Zurita [54].
Recently, there has also been some interest in yet
another emerging branch of game theory called evolutiomuy stability. The game theo~ I have talked about
thus far assumes that individuals are Bayesianrationrd,
i.e., they revise their beliefs in accordance with Bayes’
rule and maximizeexpected utility. Manybelieve, however, that human behavior is not characterized by ideal
rationality. Rather, individuals behave in an adaptive
manner that facilitates survival.This is the premise of
evolutionary game theoty, started by Maynard Smith
and Price [41] and applied successfullyin biology. It is
curious that game theory, which has been created as a
theory of rational behavior, is now applied to plants
and animals. The idea is that a given species evolvesto
adapt or maximize fitnes%where fitness is defined as
reproductive success (roughly speaking this is the expected number of offspring in the next generation).
Applied to economics, this would mean that even
preferences can now be explained as a result of evolution. Individuals like what is good for their fitness.

An interesting application ES in finance appears
in Cornell and Roll [18].They showthat an equilibrium
in the stock market mayinvolve some investors accepting the market price on some occasions and conducting
security analysison others. Their analysisis simple and
appealing, although more generality is probably
needed before their implications can be successfully
tested. It is unclear at this stage, at least tome, how far
evolutionary game theory32will go in changing the way
we think about financial economics. It is possible that
we might explain some types of anomalies in prices or
firm behavior by building models based on evolutionarygame theory principles. The ultimate successof the
theory will depend on howwell its predictions stand up
to empirical scrutiny.
mile on the subject of rational behavior, it isworth
noting that it is daggerous to view apparent violations
of Bayesian rationality in everydayhuman behavior as
evidence against Bayesian rationality. For example,
there is a weI1-knownproblem in game theory —the
finitely repeated prisoner’s dilemma. This game has
only one equilibrium outcome predicted by the theory
noncooperation in eveV period. Yet, in experiments
one observes cooperation until shortly before the end
Does this refute the rationality assumptions of game
theory? The answeris,not necessarily.In an interesting
paper, Kreps, Milgrom Roberts and Wilson [35]introduced a small amount of incomplete information about
the payoffsof the other players and found tha~ in this
slightly modified version of the usual game, the observed pattern of behavior is the equilibrium outcome.
Inclosing, the potential for applying game theory in
finance seems substantial. ~ve probably omitted mentioning many things that people consider important on
this subject. It is not necessarilyintended to be a reflection of the importance of those topics relative to those
I have discussed here. Rather, such possibly inadvertent omissions point to the ever-expanding scope of
game theory and the consequent inability to do jtistice
to the topic in a single paper.
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